CRAFTVENTURE SPECIAL WORKSHOPS
Craftventure provides the maker experience for anyone interested in crafts
and Italian local culture organizing small Craft Experience Workshops. You
choose the skills and the progam that you would like to learn; you go, learn
and make things by your hands with the artisans; you visit inspiring places
related to the skills you choose.
www.craftventure.com
https://www.facebook.com/Craftventure.Page?fref=ts

Saturday 6th June 2015 - 10.00 – 15.00
@Azienda Agricola ZIPO, Zibido San Giacomo
CRAFT EXPERIENCE WORKSHOP - CHEESE
Experience the real italian food culture by making fresh cheeses like ricotta,
primo sale, or stagionato. Visit and work in a beautiful farm, and cook
delicious italian dishes from those fresh ingredients. If you are a food and
farm-life lover, this great and memorable journey is awaiting!
PARTICIPANTS: max. 4
CONTACT: Marihum Pernia (craftventure) marihum@craftventure.com
COST: Price per person: 75 euro
Special Price for a group of 4 people: 280 euro

Saturday 6th June 2015 - 10.00 – 15.00
@Foodies' Place in Gessate, Milano
CRAFT EXPERIENCE WORKSHOP - PASTA
Learn how to make different shapes of fresh handmade pasta from scratch,
including stuffed ones such as tortellini and its fillings, together with different
kind of sauces to go along with them as well.
PARTICIPANTS: max. 6
CONTACT: Marihum Pernia (craftventure) marihum@craftventure.com
COST: Price per person: 80 euro
Special Price for a group of 6 people: 450 euro

Saturday 6th June 2015 - 10.00 – 15.00
@L’Hub in Ripa Ticinese, Ripa di Porta Ticinese 69, Milano
CRAFT EXPERIENCE WORKSHOP - TEXTILE
Narrated by L'HUB, a meeting point that provides complete experiences of
textile crafts, this class will guide you through the basics of three different
techniques (dyeing, printing, sewing) and demonstrate how they can be
used to develop your own unique style.
PARTICIPANTS: max. 6
CONTACT: Marihum Pernia (craftventure) marihum@craftventure.com
COST: Price per person: 89 euro
Special Price for a group of 6 people: 510 euro

